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If you like to take your books on the go, you've never had more options. The best ereaders are slim, have batteries that last for weeks, and come in both e-inks and color variants, have multiple screen sizes to suit you, and come at different price points. Let's look at five of the bees, based on your nominations. Earlier in the week, we asked you which ereaders you thought were the
best — either they had the best features, the best access to books, the best battery life or the best bang for your money. You gave us tons of models and options, but here are the five that rose to the top, in no particular order: Whether you prefer an eBook reader that is associated with an expansive store full of books or one that ... Read moreKindle PaperwhiteG/O Media can get
a commissionAmazon's Kindle Paperwhite is perhaps Amazon's most popular Kindle model. It's a simple 6e-ink tablet with a built-in backlight, a battery that lasts for weeks on end, and enough capacity to hold thousands of books. It comes in Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi/3G versions, with and without ad support ($119 with ads, $139 without.) It's easy, easy to use one-handed, sync wirelessly
with your Amazon account, and lets you track your reading location and book collection on multiple devices. The E-ink display is great in bright sunlight, and just bright enough to read at night without keeping anyone else close awake – and you can still adjust it if you want. Like any Kindle, you can take notes and annotate the virtual margins of your book, look up words on the go,
adjust text size and font to make reading easier for your eyes, read footnotes and references with a tap and more. Of course, there are also wafer thin -less than half an inch thick, and only about seven grams heavy. Those of you who nominated Kindle Paperwhite noted in particular that it is probably the ereader against which everyone else is judged - even other Kindle models. It
is the perfect size for one-handed, on-the-go reading, small enough to be comfortable on the train or a plane, but still hefty enough to enjoy holding and using. Some of you lamented Amazon and its DRM-laden books, but you also noted that Paperwhite supports DRM-free titles from other bookstores (with the notable exception of ePub files), as long as you can get them on the
side to view. Plus, many of you noted the price is right too, as it has been on sale for as little as $99 in the past, and its around - $100 price point is generally a good place for an ereader. You can read the full (massive) nomination thread here. Nook Simple TouchThe Barnes and Noble Nook Simple Touch may not be technically for sale anymore (although it's readily available - you
can buy one for about $52 on Amazon and even less elsewhere) it's still a popular option for those people looking for the most bang for their ereader buck. B&amp;B; N has moved on to Nook Glowlight as its primary e-ink ereader, but Simple Touch is Android-powered tablet with good software, software, to B&amp;amp; N catalog of books, and perhaps most importantly, the ability
to be anchored and transformed into a full-fledged Android tablet for free. Once you've done that, the possibilities are endless. It's been a while since we put together our guides on the subject, but people are still rooting for their nooks, using them as B&amp;B. N-ereaders whenever they want and Android tablets — complete with Wi-Fi internet access, other malfunctions or
cartoon apps, emails, books from Google Play Books and even the Kindle app for Android, and more whenever they want. Nook Simple Touch is great for reading ebooks. It has plenty of storage space, it's small enough... Read more Those of you who nominated it praised that hack capability, and all the great things you can do with a Nook Simple Touch when you make it yours.
Many of you praised battery life, and many of you praised Barnes and Noble's built-in software for allowing you to do things like change font size and type, define words, customize the brightness and scope of the screen, and more. Best of all, you can switch back and forth between Android's base UI and B&amp;amp;amp; n software on the go once you have docked it. By and
large, the tone of the nomination thread is that when you get one of these and cheer for it, you'll have an experience unprecedented by any other ereader on the market - and one you have full control over. about it – and the experiences of others – in the nomination thread. Tablets are quite good, but their backlit screens can cause insomnia, and they are impossible to ... Read
more Kindle Voyage is Amazon's new flagship, with the highest resolution, highest contrast screen they've ever built, adaptive lighting (as you see in smartphones, which becomes dimmer and lights up when needed) a touch-sensitive display that lets you turn pages one-handed with a tap, or swipe pages away as you would a real book, a built-in backlight and a battery that lasts for
weeks at the end, even considering that the super-bright screen. There are also Amazon's priciest Kindle model, coming in Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi/3G models starting at $200 for the ad-supported model and $219 for the ad-free model. It also has a 6-screen that's still e-ink, but high enough resolution for things like comics and manga – all into a frame with a thinner frame that's actually
smaller than the other Kindle models in the family. It is also thinner, about 0.3 inches thick, and lighter than the other Kindles, at under seven grams. But like other Kindles, you still get all the software features that make Kindle popular, like one-print dictionary definitions and Wikipedia entries, synced book catalogs and reading places with your Amazon account and services like
Goodreads, the ability to take notes and make annotations and more. of you who nominated Kindle Voyage noted that it's likely the direction that all amazon's Kindle models will go in the future, and sport the kind of display that makes it just multipurpose enough to use it for more than just books, but not so multipurpose that you feel like you should have a tablet, or make you wish
you could start downloading lots of distracting apps and doing other things. Many people debated whether the trip was worth a hundred dollar prize over Paperwhite (many of you thought it was, others didn't think so much), but there were plenty of you who said that Voyage is the one you expected Amazon to do, and you didn't regret buying one. Read more in the nomination
thread here. Kobo Aura HDKobo Aura HD is a limited edition Wi-Fi-powered Kobo model, retailing for $149 directly (although it's long ago sold out and you need to get one elsewhere, or pick up Kobo Aura, which is $129 direct) and the release offers some of the best specs for an e-ink ereader available. It packed a 7 high-resolution display that was at the top of the market until
kindle voyage was released, offering both larger property and higher resolution in a package that was still about the same size in hand as its competitors. Aura HD offers specific controls for text rendering, font and size and scaling, so you can truly customize your reading experience. It supports almost any eBook format, including ePub (including Amazon's DRM for library-
borrowed ebooks), and a shiny, firm plastic body that feels a little more premium than the matte plastic of other ereaders on the market. The built-in light can be adjusted for any ambient light level you want to read in, has expandable storage, can be synced with your Kobo account to store your location and book library, and more. Aura, the slightly smaller cousin, packs a 6 screen
with many of the same features, a long-lasting battery and a similarly portable-yet-premium design. Kobo's software is also worth praising, with its adaptive home screen showing you modules and options based on the things you do with your tablet. If you read magazines, for example, it will offend your leaves in front and bury things like books, for example, if you don't use Kobo to
read them. Those of you who nominated Kobo Aura HD praised its high resolution, large, bright screen, noting that despite the fact that Kindle was the juggernaut of the category, Kobo's offering is worth a look, and in many ways kobos onboard software offered a better usage experience than kindle did. Some of you praised Kobo's integration with Pocket and Read It Later, noting
that the new Kobo parent company just bought OverDrive, the company that provides thousands of libraries ebooks to lend free to its customers. Many of you went out of your way to prasie the build quality of both the Aura and Aura HD models, and the Kobo app, which gives you to manage your book collection, read, and keep the place in your books on any device. Read more in
the nomination thread here. Amazon unveiled its Kindle Lending Library for Amazon Prime members last week, but even if ... Read moreKobo Glo HDKobo Glo HD is a contested nomination, but it got support votes to get in the top five – namely because it's not really out yet. Sure, Kobo has announced it, and it has the specifications necessary to take on Kindle Voyage in the
high-end ereader market, but it's not available for general purchase yet. Once there is, there will be a Wi-Fi-powered 6-e-ink ereader for $129 with a high-resolution screen that you would see in a smartphone or tablet, but still battery-sipping e-paper. It will weigh about six grams, coming in at 0.35 inches thick, and pack kobo customization-heavy software, which will give you tons
of font selection, font size options, and font weight and sharpness settings. It will also have a built-in adjustable light and will, like all Kobo models, support ePub and other popular eBook file formats. Also like other Kobo models, Glo HD will learn from your reading habits, and flow books you were in the middle to the top of the user interface, highlight apps that you use most often
while hiding the ones you don't, and so on. Those of you who nominated and supported the nomination of Glo HD probably knew that the product wasn't out yet (it's due to hit stores May 1, so it won't be long now), but it's likely going to be a top candidate for people shopping to ereaders, especially given the fact that Overdrive and Kobo are under the same roof , as we mentioned
above. It also helps to remember that Kobo has its own ecosystem thanks to the Kobo app and its own bookstore, all of which make it easy to read on multiple devices if you want, or just use Kobo when choosing it. You can read more in the nomination thread here. Now that you've seen the top five, it's time to put them into a voice and decide the community favorite: Honorable
MentionsThe Honorable Mention This Week goes out to any iPad or Android tablet, which many of you chimed in and nominated because you felt you didn't need a standalone ereader when you could just get a tablet like an iPad or a Nexus 7 and go from there–combined with ereading apps from multiple bookstores like Amazon's Kindle Google Play Books &amp; Movies, Apple's
iBooks and others, you have access to more material on a tablet than you might be using a store's brandades. The downside, however, is that you give up the late-night-friendly e-ink screens or screens designed specifically for reading, long battery life and lightweight portability in favor of often more expensive (although more versatile) higher devices. Do you have anything to say
about one of the contenders? Want to make the case for your personal favorite, even if it wasn't included in the list? Keep in mind that the top five are based on your most popular nominations from the invitation to candidates from earlier in the week. Don't just complain about the top five, let us know what your preferred option is – and make your case for it – in the discussions
below. Hive Five is based on reader nominations. As with most Hive Five posts, if your favorite was omitted, it didn't get the nominations required in the conversation for candidates posting to make the top five. We understand that it's quite a popularity contest. Do you have a suggestion for hive five? Send us an email at tips+hivefive@lifehacker.com! Title photo taken by Hajime
Nakano. Kindle Paperwhite photo of Tatsuo Yamashita. Yamashita.
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